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1. Tetzaveh – Rabbi Leibtag 

 

2. Ideal vs. Real (With or without protection/distance from G-d) 
3. The Ketoret Unit 

 

4. Shemini 
To sanctify the Mishkan and its vessels (1), the sprinkling of the "shemen ha'mishcha" (A) suffices (see Breishit 28:18-22!). 
However, for the mizbayach and the kohanim (2), an extra procedure (B) is required, for man must be reminded that by his 
very nature he is not worthy of this encounter. God is Divine; man is mundane. To raise man and the mizbayach upon which 
he will offer his korbanot to the necessary level, a more complex ceremony is required (which includes the sprinkling of blood 
upon the mizbayach and upon the ears, hands and feet of the kohanim). Not only the blood ["ki ha'dam hu ha'nefesh" 
- Devarim 12:23] but also man's ears, hands and feet serve as powerful symbols of the Divine purpose of man's creation and 
his potential service of God. [Note that immediately after Matan Torah, the mizbayach is referred to as a "mizbach adamah" 
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(see Shmot 20:20). This obviously relates to man's name - "adam" and his creation in Gan Eden "afar min ha'adamah." That 
"afar," according to the Midrash, was taken from Har HaMoriah, the site of the Akeydah, and later the Temple.] 
 
Why Seven? 
Why must this "hakdasha" be repeated over the course of seven days? 
Whenever we find the number 'seven' in Chumash, it invariably relates to perek aleph in Breishit, i.e. the story of God's 
creation of nature over the course of seven days.God's very first act of "kedusha" was to 'set aside' the seventh day, to mark 
His completion of the Creation process (see Breishit 2:1-4). By 'resting' on this day, man is constantly reminded of the divine 
purpose of His creation. The story of creation in seven days can be seen as the paradigm of this concept of "kedusha" - the 
divine purpose of creation. Any procedure that includes the number seven (be it seven items, seven times, seven days, seven 
weeks, seven years etc.) emphasizes man's requirement to recognize the purpose of his creation. By repeating this procedure of 
"kedushat ha'mizbayach v'hakohanim" over the course of seven days, the purpose of the mizbayach to become a vehicle 
through which man can come closer to God is emphasized… 
Thus, the seven day miluim ceremony serves a double purpose: 

1) It infuses the Mishkan and its keilim with the necessary "kedusha." By doing so, it serves as an integral stage of the 
Mishkan's construction, and therefore, its commandment is included in Terumah/Tezaveh together with all the other 
laws of the construction of the Mishkan.  
2) It initiates the use of the mizbayach, the primary function of the Mishkan. The korbanot offered during the miluim 
represent the basic categories of sacrifices that will be brought by man on the mizbayach: 

1) Chatat - "the korban chova"; 2) Olah - the "korban n'dava"; 3) Ayl HaMiluim - the prototype of the "korban shlamim."… 
 
Yom HaShmini 
…Recall that due to the sins of Chet Ha'Egel, God had taken His Sh'china (which the people had witnessed at Ma'amad Har 
Sinai) away from the camp of Bnei Yisrael…Now that the construction of the Mishkan had been completed, the korbanot of 
Yom HaShmini mark its climax - the return of the Sh'china: 
"For today God's glory (kvod Hashem) will appear to you." (9:6; see also 9:23-24, and compare with Shmot 24:16-18) 
Therefore, the special korbanot offered during this ceremony serve a double purpose, reflecting this background: 

1) They must atone for the sins of Chet Ha'Egel. 
2) They must recreate the experience of Ma'amad Har Sinai… 

 
Yom HaShmini / Yom Kippur and Shavuot 
Although the special korbanot of Yom HaShmini are a one-time event, we find very similar korbanot that are offered every 
year and reflect this very same purpose. 
1) Yom Kippur: A special chatat and olah, one offered by the Kohen Gadol and the other offered by Bnei Yisrael, are 
brought once every year on Yom Kippur, on the very same day that Bnei Yisrael received atonement for Chet Ha'Egel!.. 
Yom Kippur can be seen as an annual re-dedication of the Mishkan, especially from the perspective of its purpose as a site 
where Bnei Yisrael can receive atonement for their sins. 
2) Shavuot: The only instance when Bnei Yisrael offer a 'collective' Korban Shlamim is on Chag HaShavuot: 
"And with the 'shtei ha'lechem' you shall offer an olah... a chatat... and two lambs for a zevach shlamim" (Vayikra 23:19) 
The first time Bnei Yisrael offered a shlamim was at Ma'amad Har Sinai (see Shmot 24:5). As the Mishkan was to perpetuate 
that experience, we find a korban Shlamim offered at the inaugural ceremony of the Mishkan on Yom HaShmini (9:4). To 
remember that event, we offer a special korban Shlamim (shel tzibbur) every year on Shavuot, commemorating Ma'amad Har 
Sinai. It is not by chance that this korban, like the korbanot of Yom HaShmini, is offered at the completion of seven cycles of 
seven days. (See Board #7.) 
 

 
5. Nadav and Aviyhu, all the limitations of entering the Mishkan – part of this story of limitation.   
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